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A linear time labeling algorithm is presented for series-parallel graphs. The labels enable u~ to 
elTicientb implement dynamic programming algorithms t'or sequencing problems x~ilh series 
parallel precedencc onstraints. The labeling scheme can also be used to efliciently COUlll and 
generate the inilial sets, terminal sets and independent sets in transitive series parallel digraphs 
and to proxidc a characterization f the maximal independent sets in transitive digraphs. 
1. Introductinn 
In this paper we present a special abeling scheme for the class of series-parallel 
graphs. This class has been extensively studied before ([1], [5l, [I 1], [201, [24], [26], 
I28]) due to its importance in electrical networks. It also arises in certain scheduling 
problems ([4], [12], [13], [18], [19], [21]) where the availability of efficient 
algorithms depends on whether the graph representing the precedence relations 
among the jobs to be scheduled is series-parallel or not. 
Valdcs, Tar jan and Lawler [27] distinguished between the class of vertex series- 
parallel (VSP) and edge series-parallel (ESP) graphs and presented a linear time 
recognition algorithm for these graphs. Here we present a linear time labeling 
scheme which provides an efficient way to identify, access and count the initial sets, 
the terminal sets, the independent sets and the maximal independent sets in these 
graphs. As an application of the labeling scheme we show how it can be used for 
the efficient implementation of dynamic programming algorithms for certain se- 
quencing problems. 
2. Preliminary concepts and results 
2.1. Basic" definitions and notation 
This section reviews some standard concepts which will be used in the remainder 
of the paper. A multigraph G=(V,  E) consists of a finite set of vertices V and a 
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finite multi-set of  edges E. Each edge is def ined by a pair of  distinct vertices (u, tJ). 
If  the edges of  G are unordered pairs, then G is an undirected multigraph; if they 
are ordered, G is a directed multigraph (multidigraph). If E is a simple set, then G 
is a graph. The terms following in the remainder of  this section for graphs apply 
equally well to mult igraphs.  
If (u,t))eE, then we say that u and t) are adjacent. I f  G is a directed graph 
(digraph), then each edge (u, ~) is ordered and we say that u is a predecessor of ~) 
or that ~ is a successor of u. A vertex ~) in a digraph is minimal if it has no 
predecessors and maximal if it has no successors. If for a pair of  vertices u, u in a 
digraph we have (u ,o)¢E and (o,u)¢E, then we say that u and t) are unrelated. 
A path of length k in a graph is a sequence of  vertices u o, u~ .... , t)x such that 
(Oi, Oi~l) is an edge for O<_i<k, If Uo=t)k and k_>2, the path is a cycle. A graph 
which contains no cycle is acyclic. A directed acyclic graph (dag) is transitive if for 
any two vertices u and w such that t~:g w and there is a path from u to w, (t), w) is 
an edge too. The transitive closure Gr = ( V, Er) of a dag G = ( V, E)  is the dag for 
which (~, w) e Er  i f  and only if (iff) ~ =I= w and there is a path from u to w in G. An 
edge (t~, w) in a dag is redundant i f  there is a path from ~) to w which does not contain 
the edge (u, w). A dag with no redundant edges is minimal. The transitive reduction 
of  a dag G is the unique minimal dag having the same transit ive closure as G (see 
[21). 
A graph Gi = (Vl, E l)  is a subgraph of  another graph G2 = ( I~, E2) if 1/] c_ V 2 and 
Ej c_ E2. For  any subset S_c V in a graph G = (V, E) ,  the subgrapb induced by S is 
the maximal subgraph of  G with vertex set S; for the sake of  brevity in the re- 
mainder of  the paper we will refer to this induced subgraph by ind S. 
A subset S__c_ V in a graph G=(V,E)  is independent if for any u,t~eS (u,u)¢E. 
An independent set I is maximal in G if there is no independent set of  G properly 
containing I. A subset S c_ V is an initial set in a dag G = (V, E)  if for every u e S, S 
also contains all the predecessors of  u. A subset T c V is a terminal set in a dag 
G = (V, E)  if for every ~) e T, T also contains all the successors of  u. 
The line digraph of a digraph G is the digraph L(G) having a vertex f(e) for each 
edge e of G and an edge (f(el),f(e2)) for each pair of edges e,,e~ in G of the form 
el = (u, t~) and e2 = (u, w). 
2.2. Series-parallel digraphs 
Series-parallel digraphs have been defined in many different ways, here we follow 
[27] in defining them. 
Definition. Minimal vertex series-parallel (MVSP) dags 
(i) The dag having a single vertex and no edges is MVSP. 
(ii) If G l -- (V1, El)  and G 2 = (Vz, E2) are two MVSP dags, Vj N V 2 = 0 then so are 
the dags constructed by each of  the fol lowing operat ions:  
(a) Parallel composition: Gp = ( V l t_) V2, El UE2). 
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(b) Series composition." Gs=(V1UV2, EIUE2U(O l x/2)) ,  where 01 is the set 
of  maximal  vertices in G1, and 12 is the set of minimal vertices in G2. 
Defini l ion.  Vertex series-parallel (VSP) dags 
A dag is VSP iff its transit ive reduction is MVSP.  
An MVSP dag can be represented by a binary decomposition tree [27]. The tree 
is constructed by (i) associating a tree of  one node with the MVSP dag having a 
single vertex and no edges, and (ii) using the rules of  Fig. 1 to build larger trees from 
smaller ones. Each leaf node of  the tree represents a vertex in the MVSP dag; each 
internal node of  the tree is either an S or a P type node corresponding to the series 
or parallel composi t ion of  the MVSP dags represented by the subtrees rooted at the 
sons of the node. An example for an MVSP dag and its binary decomposit ion tree 
is shown in Fig, 2. Since any MVSP dag has a unique transitive closure, the binary 
decomposi t ion tree can also be used to represent ransitive VSP dags. 
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I,ig. 1. Rules to construcl T s and Tp (the binary decomposition trees of G s and Gp in the definition) 
from Tj and T? (the binary decomposition trees of G t and G2). 
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t-ig. 2. An MVSP dag and its bimuy decomposition uce. 
Defini l ion. Edge series-parallel (ESP) multidigraphs 
(i) A digraph consisting of two vertices jo ined by a single edge is ESP. 
(ii) If Gl and G~ are ESP mult id igraphs,  so are the mult idigraphs constructed by 
each of  the fol lowing operat ions:  
2~4 ( i ,S&'illCl 
(a) Two-terminal parallel composition: Identify the minimal vertex of G~ with 
the minimal vertex of Ge and the maximal vertex of G~ with ttle maximal vertex of 
(b) Two-terminal series composition: Identify the maximal vertex of G, with 
the minimal vertex of G~. 
There is a strong duality type relation between MVSP dags and ESP 
multidigraphs. It can be proved [27] that an acyclic multidigraph with a single 
minimal and a single maximal vertex is ESP iff its line digraph is an MVSP dag. 
Based on this the binary decomposition tree representation also applies to ESP dags 
with the minor difference that the leaf nodes of the tree correspond to the edges of 
the ESP multidigraph. Due to the complete duality between ESP multidigraphs and 
MVSP dags, if T is the binary decomposition tree of an ESP multidigraph G, then 
T is also the binary decomposition tree of the corresponding MVSP dag L(G).  
The following lemma will be nseful in proving time and space bounds for the 
algorithms developed in the paper. 
Lemma 1. I f  T is the binary decomposition tree representing a VSP dag G = ( I~, E), 
then T has 2 i V, - 1 nodes and 2 [ V I --2 ed,~es. 
Proof. A simple induction on the number of vertices in the VSP dag proves tile 
lemma. [i 
2.3. A labeling scheme fo r  transitive dags 
Dynamic programming algorithms have been used to solve many scheduling pro- 
blems ([3], [7], [10], [14]). The efficiency of these algorithms greatly depends on 
how the initial vertex sets are generated in the dag, representing the precedence con- 
straints among the jobs to be scheduled. Baker and Schrage [3] have used the follow- 
ing labeling scheme to address and access the initial sets during the dynamic pro- 
gramming recursion: 
Notation. L(i) is the label assigned to each i e  V; b(i) is the sum of labels of the 
previously labeled predecessors of i; a(i) is the sum of labels of the previously label- 
ed successors of i; t(i) is the sum of the labels of all vertices labeled prior to i. 
Algorithm LABEL 
1. Initialize: t ( i ) :=a( i)  :=b(i)  :=0 for all i~ V. 
2. Label: 
For i= l  to n do 
Begin 
L(i) := t(i) - a(i) - b(i) + 1; 
if (i is a predecessor of j )  and ( i< j )  lhen b( j ) :=b( j )+L( i ) ;  
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If (i is a successor of  j) and ( i< j )  then a ( j ) : -a ( j )+  L(i); 
t(i + 1) : -  t(i) + L(i) 
End; 
The algorithm assigns to a vertex i the label L(i) which is equal to 1 + the sum 
of the labels of vertices labeled prior to i and unrelated to i. The labeling scheme 
can be extended to subsets of  vertices by 
L (S )= Y~ L(i) for every Sc  V. 
i~ ;  
Baker and Schrage [3] have proved that using the above algor ithm (in any order of 
the vertices), for every initial set S c_ V the label L(S) uniquely belongs to S, in the 
sense that there is no other initial set with the same label. The labeling scheme can 
be considered as a mapping of  the initial sets into the set of  integers between 0 and 
L(V).  We say that this mapping is compact if for any integer k (O<_k<_L(V)) there 
is an initial set St c_ V such that L(Sk)=k. The compactness of  the mapping is a 
crucial property,  since knowing this the labels can be used to identify or address the 
initial sets, furthermore L(V) equals the number of nonempty initial sets in this 
case. Burns and Steiner [4] have defined an order for the labeling which was shown 
to result in a compact mapping for transitive VSP dags. In [22] a more complex 
ordering was proved to result in a compact mapping for all partial orders of  dimen- 
sion less than or equal to two. Unfortunately  the compactness property of  the label- 
ing cannot be further maintained for part ial  orders with dimension greater than lwo 
[22]. 
For the remainder of  the paper,  without the loss of  generality we will ahvays 
assume that if G (V, E) is a dag on V -  {1,2 . . . . .  n}, then the vertices are numbered 
so that (i, j )¢  E implies i< j .  We define the basic" initial sets in a transitive dag G 
byBt  { i ] i - kor ( i , k )eE}  fo reachkeVand lc tBobetheemptysct .  Thescbasic 
initial sets determine the sets B~,B~,..., B,,, called the basic complements by 
{/t { i ] i<k  and i CBt }. If we consider those initial sets S in G which contain k as 
their highest numbered element and the initial sets R in ind B k, then there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between S and R by S=RUB t. From this follows the 
followin,-: 
lheorem 2 [81. [V ] -  ~ ~, [Bk], ,,here [X] denotes" the number qfinit ial  sets (in- 
cludin~ the empty set) in indX for  any Xc_ V. 
I ,emma 3. Let G be a transitive (lag on V={l ,2 , . . . ,n}  and let us apply the 
al,~,,orithm LABEL to G. Then ./or the resulting labels we have 
L(k)>_[Bk] .[br every l<_k<_n. (1) 
Proof .  By induction. For  k= 1, L(1)= 1 and B L =0 implying [B1] = 1. 
Hypothesis: I.et us assume that (1) holds for every k < n. 
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Let us denote by i !1 j if i< j  and i is unrelated to ./. Then 
k (n )= l+ V k(i)_>l ~ ~ [B,I, (2t 
,' " ~ i I t  
where the equality follows from the labeling algorithm and the inequality from thc 
inductive hypothesis. For each i c/~,, (i.e., i ]! n) let 
Cni= {j!j~=i or ./~ B,, and ( j , i )e  E}, 
Cni = { j ] j< i ,  ./e B,, and j¢C,,i} 
and let C,,0= C',,0=0. C,, i and C',,, are the basic initial sets and their complements 
(resp.) in indB~ and it is clear that C,,,=B,,OB i and C,,i=B,,NBi. Thus applying 
Theorem 2 to ind B,, we get 
[B,,] =[(~',,0]+ ~ [C',,i] = I+  ~ [B,,OB, I. (3) 
Consider the initial sets S in i ndBnOB ~ and let us 'extend' S into /~j by 
e(S)= {j ] jeS  or ,/cBi and there exists an l eS  such that j precedes l in indBi}. 
It is clear that e(S) is an initial set in ind B i. We claim that e is a mapping of the 
initial sets in indB, NBi into the set of initial sets in indB i. To prove this, assume 
the contrary, i.e., there exist two different initial sets Sj and Se in indBnNBi for 
which e(S])= e(S2). Without the loss of  generality we can assume that there is a j e 
S 1 \ S 2. For this j however ./'ee(S1) and j¢e(S~), a contradiction. From this it 
follows that [/~,,f"l/~i] _< [/}i] for every i such that i ] n. Substituting this into (3) we 
gel 
[&,] _< 1 + Y, [&]. 
, '  tt 
In view of (2) this proves the lemma, i 
Definition. Consider a transitive dag G-( I~,  E) on V { 1,2 . . . . .  n} and let L(-)  be 
a labeling of  the vertices of  G. Consider ind V~ where V k = { 1,2 . . . . .  k} ['or each 
l<_k<n. We say that L( . )  is inductively compact on G it" 
L(V~)=[U~I for l~k~n,  
i.e., L( . )  is compact on every ind V k. 
Theorem 4. I f  we label the transitive dag G = ( V, E) by the ttlgorithm LABEL and 
the resulting labeling is compact, then it is inductively compact. 
Proof.  If k(l), L(2) . . . . .  L(n) is a compact labeling of  G, then 
iV] I+L(V)=I+ ~ L(i). (4) 
t I 
V" [/~i] and in view of kemma 3 it follows from (4) that By Theorem 2, iV] = I + ,., , 
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L(i) - [/~i], 1 <_i<_n. But the basic complements flj are the same in ind V i and G for 
every l<_j<_i<_n. So 
i 
[V , l : l+  2 [B j ]= I+ ~ L(j), 
what we had to prove. 
We note that the labeling scheme also has the important additivity property that 
if S, S~ and $2 are initial sets such that S=S~US2, Slf-)S2=0, then 
L(S) -  L(St)+ L(S2). We extend this notion to other families of sets: 
Definilion. Consider a graph G = (V, E) and let .(2 be a family of subsets of V. Let 
us assume that the labeling scheme L(.) assigns the positive integer labels L(x) to 
everyxeVand L(S)=V ~L(x) to every Se(2. Let 
L,~i,(Q)=min{L(S)lS~(2} and Lma~(f2)=max{L(S)!S~(2}. 
We say that L(. ) is additively compact on (2 if for every integer k (Lmm(f2)_<k_< 
L~,a~((2)) there is a unique S~ (2 for which L(S) -k .  
3. The labeling of VSP dags and ESP multidigraphs 
The following algorithm is a linear time implementation of the earlier discussed 
labeling scheme for transitive VSP dags. it uses the binary decomposition tree 
representation for these dags. 
Procedure LABELI (G)  
Begin Comment a compact labeling scheme for transitive VSP dags represented by 
a binary decomposition tree, a label L(x) is asssigned to every node x in the tree. 
Procedure LAB(x, y); Comment node x is the son of node .v in the decomposition 
tree; 
Begin 
if (x is an internal node) then 
Begin 
If (u is the left son of x) and (L(u)=0) then LAB(u,x) 
Else if (o is the right son of x) then LAB(o,x); 
End 
Else 
Begin Comment x is a leaf node; 
L(x) := 1 + SUMP; 
End; 
Begin Comment backtracking starts; 
If (FLAG(y)=true)  then 
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Begin 
i f  (V is a P node) then 
Begin 
If (x is the left son of  V) Ihen 
Begin 
SUMP := SUMP+ L(x); 




SUMP: :SUMP L(V); 




Begin Comment Y is an S node; 
If (x is the left son of  V) lhen L(y ) : -L (x )  
Else LO') := L(V) + L(x); 
End; 
If (x is the right son of  v) lhen FLAG(y)  : :  false 





SUMP := 0; 
L(x) := 0 for every node x in the decomposit ion tree; 
FLAG(x)  : - l rue  for every internal node in the decomposit ion tree; 
Comment start procedure with the root r and its left son u; 
LAB(u, r); 
End; 
Theorem 5. The procedure LABEL I (G)  results it7 an inductively and additivelv 
compact labeling q]" the initial sets of  any transitive VSP dag G-  (V, E), and ii re- 
quires O(I V J) space and time. 
Proof. Starting from the root of  the binary decomposi ton tree of  G the algorithm 
executes a depth first search [25] of  the tree, with the addit ional  constraint hat it 
always searches the left son of  a node before its right son. For  a leaf node x the label 
L(x) represents the label of  the corresponding vertex x in G. For an internal node, 
at any point in the algorithm, its label is the sum of the labels of  those leaf nodes 
which are its chi ldren and have been labeled sofar. To show the uniqueness of  this 
labeling for the initial sets of  G, it is sufficient to show that for any xe  V the label 
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L(.v) is the same what we would get f rom the algor ithm LABEL  if that algor ithm 
was appl ied to G according to this depth first search sequence. To do this we have 
to show that L(x) is equal to I +the  sum of the labels of  vertices labeled before x 
and unrelated to .v. Consider a vertex y which has been labeled before x. There is 
a unique internal node N(x,y) in the decomposit ion tree for which it is true that v 
is in the subtree represented by the left son of  N(x,y) and x is in the subtree 
represented by the right son of  N(x,y). (E.g. in Fig. 3, N(6, 5 )=SO.  It is clear that 
.v is unrelated to y iff  N(& y) is a P node. To complete this part of  the proof  we note 
that at any point in the algor ithm the variable SUMP contains the sum of the labels 
of  those vertices v, which have been labeled before the vertex .v and for which N(x, y) 
is a P node. 
S I (32) 
I(I) P2 (3 .~ 
$3(7) $7(24) 
S4(G ) G(I) $8(16) / / '  
P6(3) \ /5~ 7(8) 8(8) / \  
2(I) 3(2) 4(t) 5(2) 
I:Le. 3. Ihelabelingol'thcbitmr}, decomposition tree (and VSPdag) of Fig. 2. The labels arcqlox~n i  
parent heses. 
To prove the compactness of  the labeling we have to show that L(V)  equals tile 
number of nonempty initial sets in G. This can be done by an induction on I V • For 
I I/! 1,2 the statement is obviously true. Let us assume that the labeling generated 
by tile algorithm is compact for any VSP dag on less than I V vertices. G is either 
the (i) series or (ii) parallel composi t ion of  two VSP dags G I and G~. Let us denote 
tt]e labels generated by the algor i thm for these (if appl ied separately I0 G 1 and G2) 
by Ll(x) Cve V~) and Lz(x) (xe V2) respectively. 
(i) It is clear that any So_ V is an initial set in G iff S= SI US2, S ic  ~} ( i -  1,2) is 
initial in G i and if $2=t:0 then S I -  Vj. Therefore G has exactly L I (V~)+L2( I~)  
nonempty initial sets (using the inductive hypothesis for Gi). On the other hand for 
lhe labels generated by the algor ithm we have L(x)=Ll(X) for . re V I, L(_v) - L:(.v) 
for . re  V~ and since the root r of  the decomposit ion tree is an S node, 
L(r)-L(VI)+ L(I&)- LI(VI)+ L2(~). 
(ii) If G is the parallel composi t ion of  G~ and G2, then Sc  V is initial in G iff 
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S=SjUS2,  Sic_ V, and Si is initial in Gi (i 1,2). By the inductive hypothesis G, 
contains Li(Vi) nonempty initial sets, therefore G contains 
(L I (VI)+ 1)(L2(I.~)+ 1) 1 =LI(VI)+(I  q-LI(VI))L2(~'2) 
nonempty initial sets. (+ 1 is for the empty set case for either S~ or $2, while - 1 for 
the S 1 =$2=0 case.) In this case the root r of  the decomposition tree of G is a P 
node, therefore when the algorithm branches to the right son of  r L(r) equals L( V~ ) 
and SUMP=L(VI). It is clear that L(x)=Ll(x) fo r . re  V I. If.v1 ~ Q is the first leaf 
node labeled in V 2, then L2(x 1) 1 and 
L(x~)= 1 + SUMP= 1 + 
If the second leaf node labeled in 
then 
L(x2)= 1 + SUMP= 1 + 
L(V1)=(1 + L( 1/i ))L2(xI ). 
V 2,.v2e V 2 is such that N(xl,x2) is an S node, 
L(V I )=(1 +L(V  I))Lx(x 2) 
since L2(x2) 1, etc. if x, e V 2 is the first leaf node labeled in ~ for which N(x 1, x,) 
is a P node, then 
L(xi) = 1 + SUMP:  1 +(L(VI)+I.(xl))= 1 + (L(Vj)+ (1 +L(V1))L2(x~) ) 
=(1 +L(V  1))(1 +L2(x 1)) : (1 +L(V l))L2(xi) 
and so a secondary induction on the vertices in V 2 shows that 
L(x)=(1 +L(VI))L2(x) for every xe  V~. 
In summary 
L(V)=L(V1)+L(V2) LI (VI ) )+( I+LI (VI ) )L2(V2) ,  
what we had to prove. 
To prove the time and space bounds of the algorithm we refer to [25] where it 
was shown that depth first search requires O( I V ,  IEI) space and time on a graph 
G (V,E). Since by Lemma 1 the binary decomposition tree of  a VSP dag 
G=(V,E)  has 2 I V[ - 1 nodes and 2 IV! -2  edges, this completes the proof  of  the 
theorem. [J 
For an example for the application of  the procedure to a transitive VSP dag see 
Fig. 3. 
We note that there exist other, relatively easy compact encoding schemes for the 
initial sets of  transitive VSP dags, these schemes however do not possess the ad- 
ditivity and inductivity properties, which are crucial for the applications, following 
the paper. 
4. Improved dynamic programming algorithms 
The dynamic programming (DP) approach can be applied to many sequencing 
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and scheduling problems. For motivation we will present wo examples of such pro- 
blems, which are known to be difficult (NP-complete). 
Assume that the set of feasible sequences, F is constrained by a dag G=(V, E) 
on V -  { 1,2 .... .  n} in the following sense: For any sequence s= (s(1), s(2) ..... s(k)) 
(1 _< k _< n) and for any two elements (i), s(j) of s if the edge (s(i), s(j)) e E, then s(i) 
must precede s(j) in every sequence in F. In general such precedence constrained 
sequencing problems call for finding a sequence s*e F which minimizes (maximizes) 
a given objective function f, i.e. 
minimize f(s). 
In many situations this can be done by dynamic programming over the initial sets 
S c_ V, using a recursive quation. 
Example 1. In the total weighted tardiness problem (v wiTi) n jobs are to be 
scheduled on a single machine. Each job j requires pi>_O time units of processing 
and has a due date di with a weight wj. For any feasible sequence of jobs seF  
(s=(s(l) ... . .  s(k)) let C, ~ v i = ~/  I Ps ( j )  denote the completion time of the i-th job in 
the sequence. The tardiness of the i-th job in s then can be defined as T, ~= 
max{C/'-d~l,l,0}, and the total weighted tardiness is given by f ( s ) -v~ ~ w~i)T'L 
The objective is to find a permutation 7r*e F of the n-jobs which minimizes fur) 
over all the feasible permutations neF.  Y, wiT" is NP-complete even without 
precedence constraints (i.e. when F contains all the n! permutations) [17], and the 
precedence constrained problem is NP-complete ven if wi-P i -1  (1 <_i<_n) [16]. 
v wiT ' with precedence constraints G = (V, E) can be solved by using the follow- 
ing DP recursion: For every initial set So_ V 
f (S ) -min{f (S \{ j} )+ wjmax{O,p(S) dj} [jeR(S)}, 
where 
R(S) -{ j [ jeS  and j has no successor in S}, 
p(S) -  ~ Pi and f (O) -0 .  
Example 2. in the partially ordered knapsack (POK) problem we are given a dag 
G- (V ,  E), a nonnegative weight w i and a value Pi for each i ~ V, and a knapsack 
capacity B>_max{wi]i¢V }. We wish to find an initial subset So_ V, such that 
w(S)-Y,~.wi<_B and p(S)=~,iE.~p i is maximized. The POK problem is NP- 
complete ven if G is restricted to trees [6], and the 'best' algorithms available ven 
for this special case are pseudopolynomial time optimization algorithms and 
polynomial time approximation schemes ([6], [9], [15]). On the other hand POK can 
be solved by dynamic programming: the optimal knapsack packing f(V) can be 
determined by 
(max{f (S \{ j} ) l jeR(S)  } if w(S)>B, 
f (S )= (p(S) if w(S)<_B 
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for every initial set S c_ V, where 
R(S)= { j l jeS  and j has no successor in S}. 
It is clear that the efficiency of  the DP approach for the types of  sequencing pro- 
blems discussed above greatly depends on for how many sets S is it necessary to 
solve the recursive quations. If there are no precedence constraints an equation has 
to be solved for each subset SC V, which means that f (V )  can be computed in 
~ '  ~ k(~'.) n2 n I or O(n2 n) time. When we have precedence constraints the recur- 
sive equations need to be solved only for the initial sets, so if their number is K, 
then the computat ion requires O(Kn) time. This reveals one aspect where the earlier 
discussed labeling scheme is useful, by providing in advance the exact value of  A 
for situations where the precedence constraints are series-parallel. 
The DP approach also requires the generation of  the initial sets in such a sequence 
that S \ {j} gets generated before S for every j e  R(S) and the sets R(S) also need 
to be identified. 
Algorithm DECODE(k)  
Let S = O 
For i -n  to 1 
I f  k>t( i )  then S:=SU{i}  and k :=k-L ( i )  (where t( i )= ~j<iL( j )  as defined) 
otherwise go to next i. 
if i is the first vertex in S then R(S) :={i}  and r := i  
otherwise if i precedes r go to next i 
else R(S) :=R(S)U{ i}  and r '  i 
Next i. 
Theorem 6. Assume that the transitive VSP dag G has been labeled by procedure 
LABEL 1 (G). Then for  any integer k ( 1 <_ k <- L (V)) the algorithm DECODE(k)  iden- 
tifies the unique initial set S, with the corresponding set R(S), for  which L(S) - k. 
This requires O(n) time and space. 
Proof. First we prove that DECODE identifies the proper set S. Consider the vertex 
n which was labeled last. If n e S, then by the feasibility of  S all predecessors of n 
must be in S too, i.e., 
L(S) >_ L(n) + b(n) - t(n) - b(n) - a(n) + 1 + b(n) = t(n) + I, (5) 
where the first equality follows from the labeling formulae and the second equality 
follows from a(i)= 0 (1 _< i_< n), since we assumed that (i, j )e  E implies i< j  for any 
pair i,j. 
On the other hand if n is not in S, then 
L(S)_<L(1)+ L(2)+-. .  + L(n -  l)=t(n). (6) 
Comparing (5) and (6) we get that S contains n if and only if k > t(n) and using this 
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argument in an inductive fashion proves the correctness of  the decoding algorithm 
for S. 
Next we prove that R(S) is also correctly identif ied by DECODE.  At any time in 
the decoding process the variable r is used to store the element of R(S) identif ied 
last among the elements of  R(S). We have to show that when the vertex i e S is iden- 
tif ied, then i¢ R(S) i ff i precedes r. We make use of  the fact that the decoding takes 
place in the reverse order of  the depth first labeling sequence. If R(S) :  {r} when 
i gets identif ied, then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let us denote for any 
x<:) ' ,  x, y e V by N(y, x) the unique internal node of  the decomposit ion tree T(G) 
for which it is true that x is in the subtree represented by the left son of  N(y,  x) and 
v is in the subtree represented by the right son of  N(y,x), and let u be an element 
of  R(S) different from r. The subtree of  T(G) rooted at N(u,i) will contain the sub- 
tree rooted at N(r,i). Therefore i will always have the same relationship with u as 
u with r, so it is sufficient to check whether it precedes r. 
We note that the addit ivity of the labeling scheme is crucial in enabling us to use 
the above simple decoding procedure. ] 
A lgor i thm DYNPRO 
For k 1 to L(V)  
DECODE(k)  
Solve the recursive quation for the initial set S identif ied by DECODE(k) ,  let i* 
be the vertex where the opt imum is obtained. 
Store f(S) and i* under the address L(S). 
Next k. 
Theorem 7. The algorithm DYNPRO solves a sequencing problem with series- 
parallel precedence constraints in O(Kn) time and O(K) ,space, where K is the 
number of initial sets in the precedence graph. 
Proof .  Since the labeling is compact,  K L(V).  DECODE requires O(n) time and 
space for each k (1 <_k<_L(V)), so in total it needs O(Kn) time and O(n) space. To 
solve the recursive equation for one S requires no more than O(n) t ime and O(1) 
space, so the recursion in total requires O(Kn) time and O(K) space (to store the i*'s 
and f(S)). 
Once J~ V) has been calculated, we can get the opt imal  sequence, where this value 
is obtained by putt ing the i* belonging to S V in the last avai lable posit ion and 
repeating this for S -{ i *}  until we reach the empty set. This proves the 
theorem, i 
For problems (e.g., POK) where we want to find the opt imal  value f (V)  but no 
opt imal  sequence is needed, we need not store the vertices i* in DYNPRO.  Further- 
more if L ...... max{L( i ) l i cv} ,  for the recursion the f (S -{ i} )  values for any S 
and ie R(S) must be stored at one of  the Lm~,~ addresses immediately preceding the 
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address L(S), therefore at any time we need Io refer back to at most Lm~ different 
locations in the DP table. In this case the space requirements of  the algorithm reduce 
to O(km~,~ +n). 
The main problem with the DP approach is the 'curse of dimensionality', i.e. the 
space requirements for storing the DP tables becoming too big. DYNPRO not only 
results in a reduction in these space requirements compared to other DP algorithms, 
but by labeling the precedence graph before DYNPRO we obtain the exact space 
and time requirements of  DYNPRO in advance. 
5. Some graph theoretical applications 
Theorem 8. The procedure LABEL I (G)  results in an inductively and additively 
compact labeling of  the terminal sets o f  any transitive V SP dag G = (V, E) and it re- 
quires O( I V ]) space and time. 
Proof. If  To_ V is a terminal set in G let us define its label by L(T)= v L(i). Let 
S= V \ T be the complement of  T. it is clear that S is an initial set in G and that 
T uniquely determines S and vice versa. Furthermore 
L(T )=L(V) -  ~ L ( i ) - L (V) -L (S )  
i ¢ l  
and since L(S) uniquely determines S, it follows that L(T) uniquely determines T. 
The inductive compactness of the labeling for the terminal sets follows from the fact 
that it holds for the initial sets. i 
Corollary 9. Let G = ( V, E) be a transitive VSP dag on V= { 1, 2 . . . . .  n} and consider 
G i =ind Vi for  each Vi = {1,2 . . . . .  i}, I <_i<_n. The procedure LABEL I (G)  deter- 
mines the number of  nonempty terminal sets in each G, in O(n) time and space. 
Proof. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the terminal sets and the 
initial sets in Gi (by the complementary operation) L(V,) equals the number of  
nonempty terminal sets too. '7 
Corollary 10. Let G and G i be as in Corollary 9. The procedure LABEL I(G) deter- 
mines the number of  independent subsets in each G i in O(n) time and space. 
Proof. Let 
and let 
£2i={S]Sc  Vi, S:/:O and S is initial in G,} 
~u,= {I] I  c_ V,, I--1:0 and 1 is independent in Gi}. 
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For every S •-Qi let 
R(S) -{ i l i •S  and there is no j •S  such that ( i , j )•E} .  
It is clear that R(S) consists of the maximal elements of  S and R(S)•  q/i. Further- 
more it is easy to prove that R: Q,- 'q-' i  is a one-to-one mapping of  .(2 i onto ~l/i, 
therefore ,f2,]- !~l/i[ L(V~). ] 
We note that the labeling, as defined on subsets of  vertices, does not assign unique 
labels to the independent sets of  a transitive VSP dag, only to their parent initial 
sets in the mapping R. For example both {2,3} and {4,5} are independent sets in 
the transitive VSP dag corresponding to the binary decomposit ion tree of  Fig. 2, but 
L({2,3}) L (2 )+L(3) -3andL({4 ,5})=L(4)+L(5)=3.  This means that the label- 
ing is not additive on the family of  independent scts. 
In the next theorem we show how the labels could be used to characterize the 
maximal independent sets in a transitive dag. In the case of transit ive VSP dags this 
character izat ion could be used to improve on the efficiency of  algor ithms used to 
generate and count the maximal independent sets [23]. 
l~heorem 11. Lel G- (L  E) be a transitive VSP dag labeled by lhe procedure 
LA BE[L_ I(G ). Le! 1 c V be an independent set in G. Then I is a maximal independen/ 
wt in G {~'1" 
UP( I ) )  + US( I )  \ 1) - L(V),  
W/ler~' 
P(I) {i l i•Ior there is j• I such  that (i,j)•E} and 
S( I ) - -{ j [ , j • l  or there is an te l  such thai ( i , j )•E} .  
Proof .  P(I) is the 'predecessor set, while S(1) is the 'successor set' of I. Clearly P(I) 
is an initial set and S(I) is a terminal set in G. Since S(1) \ I  can be considered as 
a terminal set without its minimal elements, S( I ) \ I  is a terminal set too. By 
Theorem 5, L(P(I)) uniquely determines P(1) and by Theorem 8, MS(I)) \ I) tuff- 
qucly defines S(1) \ I. 
An independent set I is clearly a maximal independent set in G iff for any 
k ¢ l~ \ I there is at least one i e I such that either (L k) • E or (k, i) • 17. This is true 
if and only if for every /, '• V \ I either /,'¢ P(1)\  1 or k•  S ( I ) \  I, meaning that 
V P(I)U(S(I)  \ I). Since P( I )N(S(1) \  I ) -0 ,  by the uniqueness of the labels this 
pro~cs the theorem. (We note that since the uniqueness of the labels for initial and 
terminal subsets holds for any transit ive dag Theorem 11 is also true for any tran- 
silive dag.) 
It was discussed earl ier that the binary decomposit ion tree can be used Io repre- 
sent not only an MVSP dag but also its dual, the corresponding ESP mult id igraph.  
Therefore the labeling generated by the procedure LABEL I (G) for a binary decom- 
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pos i t ion  t ree cou ld  a lso  be cons idered  a labe l ing  o f  the  edges  o f  the ESP 
mul t id ig raph  represented  by the  t ree.  App ly ing  the  pr inc ip le  o f  dua l i ty  to in i t ia l ,  ter-  
mina l  and  independent  ver tex  sets we can de f ine  in i t ia l ,  te rmina l  and  independent  
edge  sets in ESP  mul t id ig raphs .  l 'he  dua l  o f  the above  resu l ts  for  labe l ing  and  coun-  
t ing these  sets in ESP  mul t id ig raphs  c lear ly  ho lds  as wel l .  
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